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Important Note: We have received reports of firms impersonating Federated Hermes companies, please be aware of companies with similar sounding
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Biodiversity: Episode
4  In the fourth of our six-part biodiversity podcast series, we focus on the interactions between agriculture, soil, livestock farming and

biodiversity. 16/02/2022

Outcomes

Biodiversity: Episode 3  In the third of our six part podcast series on biodiversity, we focus on the problem of deforestation and how it’s impacting biodiversity

loss. 04/02/2022

Outcomes

Global Emerging Markets: Outlook
2022  Fund manager Kunjal Gala takes a view on the coming opportunities and challenges for investors in emerging

markets.  31/01/2022 - Kunjal Gala

Equities

Equitorial, H1 2022: Investing in a net zero
future  It’s vital we, the Global Equities team, analyse and measure both how climate change risk can negatively

affect investments and how the shift to a low carbon economy creates valuable investment opportunities.  28/01/2022 - Louise Dudley

Equities

Impact Quarterly Report, Q4
2021  In the latest Impact Quarterly Report, we delve into the Circular Economy.  28/01/2022 - Ingrid Kukuljan

Equities

Corporate News
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The value of investments, and income from them, may go down as well as up, and you may not get back the original amount invested.
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Federated Hermes sponsors WWF Tiger
Trail  Federated Hermes sponsors WWF Tiger Trail  28/01/2022

Biodiversity: Episode 2  Sustainable Development Goal 14 enshrines the protection of life below water, but progress towards this goal has been weak and

waterways remain under threat. 27/01/2022 - Will Pomroy

Outcomes

Fixed Income Update: 21 January
2022  Eoin Murray, Head of Investment, is joined by the senior members of the Fixed Income team to introduce the

succession plan.  21/01/2022 - Eoin Murray

Fixed Income

Fiorino: Wormhole intelligence shows investors pulled in different directions by market gravity over 2021-
22  Coming to you from the future, Fiorino

looks back and forward at 2021 and 2022 in an alternative take on financial markets...  21/01/2022 - Filippo Alloatti

Fixed Income
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